Abstract-In this paper an easy-to-use approach using cubic spline interpolation is proposed for providing initial estimations for digital image correlation (DIC) grid point locations and rotations on objects with major deflection. One of the main problems in using DIC for deflection measurements is that direct correlation fails since image sample rotations can differ considerably across two images. The proposed method uses manually chosen reference points to create a spline that describes deflection. Curve geometries are then taken into account when calculating initial guesses for DIC grid points. When the expected rotation is known at any given point image samples can be rotated prior correlation and matches can be found. The validity and accuracy is demonstrated through a series of tests.
I. INTRODUCTION Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a widely used image
processing algorithm for full-field displacement measurements. Applications include material deformation and damage studies on metals, plastics, concrete, wood, skin, glass, sands, electronic components and fluids [1] . DIC has also found use in designing bridges in civil engineering where it is used for deflection measurements and in special effects industry [2, 3] .
It is believed that Peters and Ranson first proposed the use of computer based DIC-like method to conduct deformation measurements in 1982. However, the original concept involved digitally recording a full-field pattern by using ultrasonic waves. Based on this approach Sutton in 1983 developed numerical algorithms, performed experiments using optically recorded images and showed the feasibility of this approach now known as two-dimensional (2D) DIC [1] .
DIC searches for similarities between pixel intensities on two images. Essentially this involves calculating correlation criteria between the template image and each coordinate on the target image.
The simplicity and low cost makes DIC a desirable option for many applications since it does not require any special equipment other than a camera. However for the algorithm to work properly a high-contrast and random speckle pattern is required on the surface of the specimen.
If natural surface texture does not provide sufficiently good pattern several techniques can be used to create it. These include the use of spray paint, toner, lithography, stencils and ink [4] .
One of the most used correlation criteria is normalized cross correlation which is defined by:
where
• t is the template;
•t is the mean of the template;
• f is the target image;
•f u , v is the mean of target image in the region under the template;
Highest correlation coefficient denotes the match with a highest probability. This provides an integer coordinate where the template was found. However the DIC accuracy can be improved to sub-pixel level. Algorithms commonly used for achieving sub-pixel accuracy are the Newton-Rhapson, curve surface fitting, gradient-based and spatial-gradient algorithms [5] . These in turn can rely on interpolation schemes that include bilinear and bicubic spline interpolations [6] and Bspline algorithms. The latter has been shown further improve accuracy [7] . However to be able to benefit from more accurate interpolation algorithms high-pixel-depth, high-quality imaging system is required. Many computer simulations have shown that the DIC algorithm can easily yield accuracy better than 0.001 pixels [8] .
It has been experimentally shown that correlation is reliable until the difference of sub-image rotations reaches 8°, after that no obvious peaks can be found from the correlation profile which results in the detection of wrong displacements [9] .
When large deformations and rotations are present different approach is required in order to provide reliable initial guesses. These include using a lot of intermediate images, making easily detectable special markers or using special knowledge about the experiment. Wang et al. have developed a scheme combining scale invariant feature-transform (SIFT) and improved random sample consensus (iRANSAC) algorithms to provide fast and automatic initial guesses for the DIC method. The SIFT algorithm has been widely used in computer vision to detect and describe features in images [10, 11, 12] . SIFT works by finding image features that remain the invariant despite image rotation, translation or scaling. For each such point descriptors are calculated that help to identify same feature across different images. Feature pairs are found by matching the descriptors on both images and choosing the ones that have minimal Euclidean distance between their locations [13] . Improved random sample consensus (IRANSAC) algorithm is then used to eliminate wrong feature pairs matches [14] .
The downside of such approach is its relative complexity which may make it undesirable for a lot of use cases [15] . Therefore alternative approaches should be considered when simplifying assumptions can be made based on the application.
One possible way to find correlations between highly deflected objects is to extend the search space to a whole image and for each point try different rotations until the best correlation coefficient has been found. This can be very computationally expensive. One possible optimization is to take into account that two adjacent points should end up close to each other with similar rotation. Not only this would considerably increase the complexity of the algorithm, but may also lead to a high number of false positives when image features are not too distinct across the image.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Rotation tracking
Since it is difficult to implement fully automatic feature detection algorithms like SIFT this paper proposes a semiautomatic method. This works well with few images, but is not suitable for large scale applications that require processing of hundreds or thousands of images.
For efficiency and accuracy it is necessary to be able to predict the final locations and rotations of correlated image points. This requires knowledge about general deformation that occurred on the image. The proposed method for tracking location and rotation is to use user-defined curves as general guides. Fig. 1 illustrates such curves, which are used for describing material deflection. In Fig. 1 (a) curve has been created through two reference points whereas in Fig. 1 (b) three points have been used. A common curve fitting algorithm such as cubic spline interpolation can be used to construct aforementioned curves.
Knowing the sequence of polynomials and their start and end points enable calculation of deflection curve across the image width.
B. Grid transformation for initial guesses
In order to observe specimen deflection more accurately grid can be created that covers the original image. This does not need to be rectangular and can be considered simply as a set of points on an image. The same points need to be found and matched across images.
Creating a rectangular grid with given height, width and step size is a trivial operation. Such a simple grid can then be transformed into more complex one using predefined paths. Fig. 2 shows the grid transformation of different curves: linear path (a), a simple curve (b) and a complex curve (c). When the first and the last point on the path are set to roughly the same place on the object, general changes in length and placement can also be approximated.
The proposed algorithm assumes the origin of coordinates is in the top left corner. The following example uses two curved paths P1 and P2 as shown in Fig. 3 and 4, the same can be applied to the case where either or both of them are linear (straight lines). For this complex example the curve concavity and length has changed.
Given a set of grid points g ∈G let P1(x) be a function that defines base path and P1'(x) its derivative. Choose two points pstart and pend on base path that describe region of interest (where the grid will be created). Let P2(x) be a function that defines second deflected path and P2'(x) its derivative. Let p'start and p'end be corresponding points on second path.
Euclidean distance from g to P1(x) for any x is defined by:
For each grid point g find closest point pg with distance d on path P1: ( E ( g , x) ) for x=1..image width
Assume match to be found at p g =( x , P 1 ( x)). Curve length between two points on path P1 is defined by integral:
Similarly on second path:
Let p' g =( p ' gx , P 2 ( p' gx )) be corresponding point to pg on second path that is situated at the same distance ratio between the start and endpoint of the path (red curves on Fig. 3 and Fig.  4) . Therefore distance C2(p'start, p'g) without knowing p'g is:
p'g can then be found by solving:
α=tan
Final g' can be calculated:
C. Calculating correlated grid location From the transformation step there are the following data available:
• Grid point locations g i ∈G on the base image.
• Estimations for grid point locations g i ' ∈G and rotations r i ' ∈ R on the deflected image.
Choose an odd number for square template width wt around each grid point on the base image that will be used to search correlations from the deflected image. Similarly choose an odd number ws for square template width around each grid point on the deformed sub-image. Also require w t ≤w s . Using odd numbers for widths puts the center of the region into the center of a pixel, this can later be used to simplify finding the offset.
Assuming that gi' is the approximate location of the final point g''i that was found using mathematical transformation described earlier, it can be expected that original image data from the template will be rotated near gi' with a rotation of ri'.
Normalized 2D cross-correlation between template and deflected sub-image produces a square matrix C with dimensions (w t +w s −1)×( w t +w s −1) when the template and sub-image are correlated so that the center of the template "moves" over each pixel on the sub-image. This ensures that final location will stay inside the search region that is defined by ws.
A correlation coefficient peak cp exists in this matrix if correlation criteria have been chosen so that better correlations yield values closer to 1. The easiest way to find the peak is to take the maximum element from the matrix. However, other possibilities exist that improve accuracy as described in the next section.
The geometrical centre cc of the correlation matrix C is at row and column:
Displacement from the centre of the matrix would therefore be:
The centre of matrix cc refers to the same location as gi' on the deflected image. Final grid point location g''i can then be calculated using:
D. Sub-pixel accuracy
Since the relative accuracy of DIC is not the focus of this article curved surface fitting algorithm is used to achieve subpixel accuracy due to its simplicity.
When the maximum value of the correlation coefficient and its location in the matrix is known its surrounding values can be used to interpolate a second order polynomial surface where the extremum approximates the actual peak with a sub-pixel resolution.
Second order polynomial is defined by:
Since the correlation peak and its 8 adjacent values are known, coefficients for the function can be calculated using a system of equations. Location offset from the maximum value in matrix can then be calculated using:
Assuming that the correct rotation provides the highest correlation coefficient it is possible to improve sub-pixel accuracy by maximizing correlation coefficient. Let r be the rotation that is calculated by the grid transformation step. It can be considered to be relatively close to the correct rotation. This iterative approach ensures that if there are no local maximums the absolute peak will be found, otherwise local maximum is found. The accuracy can be further improved using interpolation.
If the peak is at rotation r+ci, second degree polynomial can be used to approximate the actual extremum. Let C(r) be correlation coefficient function with base sample rotation r.
Second degree polynomial in two-dimensional space is defined by: y= a+bx +cx 2 (15) Given that:
Coefficients a, b, c can be found by solving this system of equations. Differential of y is y ' =b+2 xc . Extremum exists where y'=0. Offset x can then be calculated using:
The final adjusted rotation is therefore r+ci+x.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Implementation DIC code is based on MATLAB Improved DIC library with additional modifications to enable rotating image samples prior correlation. Manual interactions are as follows:
1. Indicating start and endpoints for paths.
2. Setting the number of grid rows to be generated.
B. Accuracy and testing
All tests were performed on an Intel Core i7 Q720 (1.6 GHz) laptop PC with 4GB of RAM installed. Accuracy has been evaluated using mean square error (MSE) based on Euclidean distances between expected and found grid point locations. MSE is commonly used for assessing DIC accuracy [7, 16] . Average correlation coefficient has also been calculated to show the quality of the correlation results. Numerical tests were carried out by applying rigid-body rotation to specimen images [17] . All test images show artificial muscles with contrasting surface texture taken using Hitachi TM3000 tabletop SEM.
Due to the difficulty of generating images that display mathematically predictable deflection, paths with varying curvature have to be tested partially manually on real images. For one such case 16 distinct points were selected on an image shown on Fig. 1 (a) and their location was determined on the deflected image Fig. 1 (b) by choosing integer coordinates by an eye. It is expected that such method will introduce Table 1.   TABLE I. MANUAL TESTING RESULTS
Property Value
Average correlation coefficient 0.908
Transform mean square error (pixels) 10.838
Correlation mean square error (pixels) 0.267
Correlation between transformation and correlation error is -0.0914, this indicates that a bigger errors in setting the initial guess for the grid point do not result in worse accuracy when finding the final location using correlation. However errors shown here are small and it is clear that larger errors lead to correlation not being found at all due to the point moving out of the search window.
More accurate testing can be done on an image with a rectangular grid that will be rotated by an angle shown on Fig.  6 . In this setup all grid points on the deflected image can be precisely calculated. Paths were still set manually as they would by the user of the library. Three distinct test cases were observed shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Since in real-life applications only the final DIC accuracy is important transformation accuracy is no longer observed.
It can be seen that even if images are the same the correlation still introduces errors, this due to interpolation and disappears when interpolation is removed. Highest possible accuracy using this DIC implementation with respect to mean square error is therefore 0.001 while with actual rotations 0.004 which proves that curve based transformation can provide initial guesses for an accurate DIC. Therefore the final accuracy is dependant on the chosen DIC sub-pixel interpolation scheme and the quality of images and not constrained by the proposed method.
Tests have also shown that the effect of rotation adjustment algorithm is negligible for these cases, but execution time is considerably increased. This can be due to the fact that paths are well defined and rotations accurate enough. However when a rotation error of 5.72° (0.1 radians) is manually added the results for test cases 1, 2 and 3 can differ considerably as can be seen from Table 5 . Adjusting rotation improves both correlation coefficient and mean square error. Interestingly accuracy for the first test case has improved over the result with unaltered rotation. Since peak interpolation is used accuracy may vary based on input data, which adds randomness to the results. Execution times have further increased.
It is clear that when path is not well defined rotation adjustment can improve accuracy. However this increases the execution time. Mean correlation coefficient can be used as an indication when the adjustment should be applied. Lower correlation coefficients may indicate that it is necessary to tune rotation and when the result with adjustments gives higher mean correlation coefficient it can be assumed that accuracy was improved as well.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed an easy to use method for providing initial guesses for DIC grid point locations and rotations on objects where major deflection occurs. Results were validated with tests and show that curve based transformation can provide initial guesses for accurate DIC and therefore can be used for deflection measurements. 
